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Abstract

“Money has always been something of an embarrassment to economic theory. Everyone agrees that it is
important; indeed, much of macroeconomic policy discussion makes no sense without reference to money.
Yet, for the most part theory fails to provide a good account for it.” (Banerjee and Maskin, 1996, p. 955)

The debate about whether or not a growth imperative exists in debt based, interest bearing mone-
tary systems has not yet been settled. It is the goal of this paper to introduce a new perspective in
this discussion.

For that purpose an SFC computational model is constructed which simulates a post Keynesian
Endogenous Money system without including economic parameters such as production, wages,
consumption and savings. A case is made that isolating the monetary system allows for better
analysis of the inherent properties of such a system.

Loan demands, which are assumed to happen, are the driving force of the model. Simulations
can be run in 2 modes, each based on a different assumption. Either the growth rate of the money
stock is assumed to be constant or the loan rate, expressed as a percentage of the money stock, is
considered to be constant.

Simualtions with varying parameters are run in order to determine the conditions under which
the model converges to stability, which is defined as converging to a bounded debt rate.

The analysis shows that stability of the model is dependent on net bank profit ratios, expressed
relative to their debt assets, remaining below the growth rate of the money stock. Based on these
findings it is argued that the question about the existence of a growth imperative in debt based,
interest bearing monetary systems needs to be reframed. The question becomes whether a steady
state economy can support such a system without destabilizing it.

It is concluded that there are indications that this might not be the case. However, for a definite
answer more research is necessary. Real world observable data should be analysed through the
lens of the presented model to bring more clarity.
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1 Introduction

This paper focuses on an analysis of a computational stock and flow consistent (SFC) model based
on post Keynesian endogenous money supply theory. This theory, which states that money is cre-
ated by banks when issuing loans, has started to be more widely accepted since the publication by
the Central Bank of England (McLeay and Radia, 2014). It has later been backed by the Deutsche
Bundesbank (Deutsche Bundesbank, 2017). Empirical evidence has been found by different au-
thors. A. Werner (Werner 2014, 2016) traced a loan through the computers of a real bank and
observed the creation of deposits without any transfer of funds. Nayan et al. published a paper
(Nayan et al., 2013) where the use of dynamic panel data analysis with data from 177 countries
came to the conclusion that money is created endogenously in the economy through loans.

Although SFC models have been extensively used to support macroeconomic theories (Lavoie and
Godley, 2002, Godley, 2004, Caiani et al., 2016), no SFC models have been found which fully sepa-
rate the monetary system from the rest of the economy. At the same time there is a disagreement
between ecological economists and others about the existence of an inherent growth imperative
in debt based, interest bearing monetary systems (Lietaer et al., 2012, Arnsperger et al., 2021) or
the absence of such an inherent growth imperative (Jackson and Victor, 2015, Cahen-Fourot and
Lavoie, 2016, Richters and Siemoneit, 2017).

All reviewed SFC models include economical parameters such as production, wages and con-
sumption while it can be argued that these are not part of the monetary system itself. Wages and
consumption have no effect on the money stock as a whole, as money is neither created nor de-
stroyed during this process. Money is merely moved from one actor holding an account in the
aggregate money stock to another. When considering production, the production process by itself
does not involve money at all when all necessary conditions - the availability of production means
- are met. Money only gets involved when resources needed for production are bought, wages are
paid and the final products are sold. All these operations only move money around in the ag-
gregate money stock. According to post Keynesian money supply theory money creation, which
goes hand in hand with debt creation, is initiated by loan demands. All papers studied analyze
the incentives for these loan demands but these incentives are effectively inconsequential in order
to determine the properties of the monetary system itself. The only requirement is that there is a
loan demand. The incentive for this loan demand can simply be assumed. In effect, it turns out
monetary systems can be studied without economic parametrization.

The model presented in this paper is reduced to the minimum elements needed for a post Key-
nesian money supply model to be simulated: loan demand and settlement of debt. Demand for
money is assumed while the precise incentive for this demand is factored out.

It is assumed that a post Keynesian money supply model does not inherently lead to a growing
economy. After determination of the properties of the computational model this assumption is
analysed for feasibility based on the discovered properties in conjunction with a reflection on real
world economic parameters.

2 Methodology

A computational model has been designed so that it includes the minimum of aggregates nec-
essary to simulate a fully functioning debt based money supply model. The aggregates are the
bank sector, the aggregate of all commercial banks, and a private sector, which encompasses all
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households and organisations.

• Bank sector:
• Supply money on demand through private loans, thereby increasing the money stock.
• Demand payback of outstanding private loans on predefined intervals, thereby decreasing

the money stock.
• Private sector:
• Initiates the money supply through private loan demands.
• Pays off outstanding private debts on predefined intervals.

Balance sheet analysis is used to clarify actions executed by the simulations.

2.1 Money creation through loans

An increase in money stock looks as follows:

• Step 1: a loan demand is initiated from the private sector.
• Step 2: the bank sector issues the loan, resulting in the following changes to the bank’s and

the private sector’s balance sheets:

Bank sector balance sheet

Assets Liabilities

+ Private debt + Deposits

Private sector balance sheet

Assets Liabilities

+ Deposits + Private debt

2.2 Money destruction through downpayments

A reverse operation is caused by the bank sector demanding repayment of loans from the private
sector. When a loan installment is paid to the bank sector together with the accompanying interest,
the following balance sheet activity is recorded:

Bank sector balance sheet

Assets Liabilities

- Private debt (Loan installment) - Deposits (Loan installment)
- Deposits (Interest)
+ Equity (Interest)

Private sector balance sheet

Assets Liabilities

- Deposits (Loan installment) - Private debt (Loan installment)
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Assets Liabilities

- Deposits (Interest) - Equity (Interest)

Payment of interest on loans also results in a decrease of deposits. However, since no correspond-
ing activity happens on the asset side of the bank sector’s balance sheet, received interest shows
up as increased equity. An equal decrease in equity happens on the private sector’s balance sheet,
balancing a decrease in assets (deposits). Any bank fees the bank sector receives from the private
sector results in similar balance sheet operations and will therefore also result in increased bank
sector equity and decreased private sector equity.

2.3 Bank costs

Not all income received by the bank sector results in profit. Bank costs paid to the private sector
from equity recreates deposits as follows:

Bank sector balance sheet

Assets Liabilities

+ Deposits (Bank costs)
- Equity (Bank costs)

Private sector balance sheet

Assets Liabilities

+ Deposits (Bank costs) + Equity (Bank costs)

No corresponding activity happens on the assets side of the bank sector’s balance sheet, resulting
in only a change in equity for the bank sector and a corresponding and opposite change in equity
for the private sector.

2.4 Profit retention

Bank sector income, interest plus fees, and bank costs partially offset each other. It is assumed that
the net profit made by the bank sector is equal to or greater than zero. Only net profit, retained
by the bank sector, is considered in the simulation. This profit retention rate is expressed as a
percentage of owned private debt. Symmetrically, the payments made by the private sector are
limited to the down-payment of the loans plus the net profit retained by the bank sector.

3 Model description

The computational model is designed in such a way that simulations can be run in two differ-
ent modes. Either the growth rate of the money stock is fixed or the loan demand is fixed as a
percentage of the money stock.

The choice of using money stock growth as a driver for the first mode of the simulation is based
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on real world observations. Indeed, looking at the data supplied by the statistical warehouse of
the ECB1, the money stock (M22) in Europe has, although not smoothly, been on the rise over the
last 4 decades. Although the growth rate of the money stock has not been constant it has been
bounded. An average growth rate is used in the simulations.

Fig. 1 - M2 Europe
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Fig. 2 - M2 growth Europe

The second mode of the simulation is based on the assumption that an unbounded loan demand
is unrealistic. A fixed loan rate, a percentage relative to the money stock, is set to initialize this
mode.

The computational model is initialized with the following parameters:

• Growth mode
• g: growth rate of the money stock.
• Loan demand mode
• LR: loan rate expressed as a percentage of the current money stock.
• Both modes:
• C: number of cycles. Each cycle is interpreted as one year.
• Parameters for the bank sector:

– m: loan maturity.
– p: profit retention rate on debt.
– The initial state of all balance sheets.

Variables tracked during the simulation:

• t: cycle number.
• Mt: money stock.
• Dt: private debt held by the bank.
• DRt = Dt

Mt
: debt ratio.
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• Lt: size of the loan demand.
• It: installment due.

4 Simulations

The goal of the following simulations is to determine the conditions under which the model re-
mains stable. Assuming that an ever rising DR is not feasible in a real world economy, stability of
the model is defined as DR converging to a bounded value.

Initial M0 is created with a loan L0. Every subsequent cycle a new loan Lt is created according to
the parameters of the simulation mode. Loans are paid off over a period equal to their maturity
m, resulting in m installments i which are all equal to Lt

m . In the text below It is used, being the
sum of all i being due at cycle t. Loans which have reached their maturity are retired.

p does not necessarily correspond with real world values. This is inconsequential for determining
the properties of the model.

DRt is calculated.

4.1 Fixed growth rate

The following simulations assume a fixed growth rate g:

• ∀t, Mt−Mt−1
Mt−1

= g

Each cycle the following equations are processed:

• Mtarget = (1 + g)Mt−1
• Dt = Dt−1 − It
• Mt = Mt−1 − It − pDt−1
• Lt = Mtarget −Mt
• Mt → Mt + Lt
• Dt → Dt + Lt

The following output is analysed:

• DRt =
Dt
Mt

4.1.1 Mathematical analysis

For a fixed growth rate scenario, it is possible to derive an analytical solution for DR with a fixed
growth rate g for M. This solution eliminates L from the equations.

From the balance sheet analysis it can be concluded that M plus bank sector equity (E) equals D.
Expressed as continuous functions:

(1) M(t) + E(t) = D(t)

A fraction of M equal to pD is converted into E each cycle:

(2) E(t) = E(t− 1) + D(t− 1)p

M grows by percentage g each cycle:
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(3) M(t) = M0(1 + g)t

We can define:

(4) DR(t) = D(t)
M(t)

(5) ⇒ D(t) = DR(t)M(t)

(6) ⇒ E(t) = (DR(t)− 1)M(t)

substituting (5) and (6) in (2) gives us the recurrence relation for s(t):

(7) ⇒ DR(t) = DR(t−1)(1+p)−p
1+g + 1

the solution to which is:

(8) ⇒ DR(t) =
p
(

1+p
1+g

)t
−g

p−g

g = 0 (no-growth scenario for M) If g = 0, DR(t) reduces to (p + 1)t

p = g limp→g DR(t) = gt
1+g + 1

p = 0 (no profit) DR(t) = 1

p < g limt→inf DR(t) = g
g−p

4.1.2 Plots

With each plot the output from the mathematical functions is plotted as fDR alongside the output
of the simulation for comparison.

[92]: using EconoSim
using MoneySim

g = 0%, p = 0%
[93]: data = simulate_fixed_g(g = 0, p = 0, m = 20, cycles = 100)

plot_debt_ratio(data, func_plot = true)

[93]:
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[94]: print_last_ratio(debt_ratio(data), "DR")

DR(100) = 100.0%

g = 5%, p= 0%
[95]: data = simulate_fixed_g(g = 0.05, p = 0, m = 20, cycles = 100)

plot_debt_ratio(data, func_plot = true)

[95]:
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[96]: print_last_ratio(debt_ratio(data), "DR")

DR(100) = 100.0%

g = 5%, p = 1%
[97]: data = data = simulate_fixed_g(g = 0.05, p = 0.01, m = 20, cycles = 100)

plot_debt_ratio(data, func_plot = true)

[97]:
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[98]: print_last_ratio(debt_ratio(data), "DR")

DR(100) = 124.49%

[99]: data = simulate_fixed_g(g = 0.05, p = 0.01, m = 20, cycles = 500)
print_last_ratio(debt_ratio(data), "DR")

DR(500) = 125.0%

g = 5%, p = 5%
[100]: data = simulate_fixed_g(g = 0.05, p = 0.05, m = 20, cycles = 100)

plot_debt_ratio(data, func_plot = true)

[100]:
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[101]: print_last_ratio(debt_ratio(data), "DR")

DR(100) = 576.19%

g = 5%, p = 10%
[102]: data = simulate_fixed_g(g = 0.05, p = 0.1, m = 20, cycles = 100)

plot_debt_ratio(data, func_plot = true)

[102]:
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[103]: print_last_ratio(debt_ratio(data), "DR")

DR(100) = 20858.91%

4.2 Fixed Loan Rate

Although L can be mathematically factored out, g, which can be observed from real world data, is
the result of the balance between L, I and pD:

• gt =
Mt−1+Lt−It−pDt

Mt−1

The following simulations assume a fixed LR:

• ∀t, Lt
Mt

= LR
• Mt = Mt−1 − It − pDt + Lt
• ⇒ Lt

Mt−1−It−pDt−1+Lt
= LR

• ⇒ Lt = LR(Mt−1 − It − pDt−1 + Lt)

• ⇒ Lt =
Mt−1−(It+pDt−1)

1−LR LR

Each cycle, the following equations are processed:

• Lt =
Mt−1−(It+pDt−1)

1−LR LR
• Mt = Mt−1 − (It + pDt−1) + Lt
• Dt = Dt−1 − It + Lt

The following output is analyzed:
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• Mt
• gt =

Mt−Mt−1
Mt−1

• DRt =
Dt
Mt

It is dependant on m and therefore Lt will vary for different values of m. This is examined in the
simulations.

Simulations stop automatically when Mt ≤ 0. The effective runtime displayed equals the number
of years where Mt > 0.

4.2.1 Plots

LR = 15%, p = 0.8%, m = 20 years
[104]: data = simulate_fixed_LR(LR = 0.15, p = 0.008, m = 20, cycles = 500)

plot_money_stock(data)

[104]:

[105]: plot_growth_ratio(data)

[105]:
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[106]: plot_debt_ratio(data)

[106]:
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[107]: print_last_ratio(growth_ratio(data), "g")

g(500) = 4.75%

[108]: print_last_ratio(debt_ratio(data), "DR")

DR(500) = 120.25%

LR = 15%, p = 0.9%, m = 20 years
[109]: data = simulate_fixed_LR(LR = 0.15, p = 0.009, m = 20, cycles = 500)

plot_money_stock(data)

[109]:

[110]: plot_growth_ratio(data)

[110]:
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[111]: plot_debt_ratio(data)

[111]:
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[112]: print_last_ratio(growth_ratio(data), "g")

g(193) = -66.68%

[113]: print_last_ratio(debt_ratio(data), "DR")

DR(193) = 1528.12%

LR = 14.9%, p = 0.8%, m = 20 years
[114]: data = simulate_fixed_LR(LR = 0.149, p = 0.008, m = 20, cycles = 500)

plot_money_stock(data)

[114]:

[115]: plot_growth_ratio(data)

[115]:
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[116]: plot_debt_ratio(data)

[116]:
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[117]: print_last_ratio(growth_ratio(data), "g")

g(476) = -69.67%

[118]: print_last_ratio(debt_ratio(data), "DR")

DR(476) = 1736.44%

LR = 14.9%, p = 0.8%, m = 30 years
[119]: data = simulate_fixed_LR(LR = 0.149, p = 0.008, m = 30, cycles = 500)

plot_money_stock(data)

[119]:

[120]: plot_growth_ratio(data)

[120]:
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[121]: plot_debt_ratio(data)

[121]:
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[122]: print_last_ratio(growth_ratio(data), "g")

g(500) = 10.77%

[123]: print_last_ratio(debt_ratio(data), "DR")

DR(500) = 108.02%

5 Discussion

5.1 Observations

5.1.1 Fixed growth rate

In the mathematical analysis L has been factored out. Therefore loan maturity should have no no
effect on DR. Indeed, when simulations are executed with different maturities, DR is unaffected.

[124]: data = simulate_fixed_g(g = 0.05, p = 0.01, m = 20, cycles = 100)
plot_debt_ratio(data, func_plot = true)

[124]:

[125]: print_last_ratio(debt_ratio(data), "DR")
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DR(100) = 124.49%

[126]: data = simulate_fixed_g(g = 0.05, p = 0.01, m = 40, cycles = 100)
plot_debt_ratio(data, func_plot = true)

[126]:

[127]: print_last_ratio(debt_ratio(data), "DR")

DR(100) = 124.49%

When g is fixed and as long as p < g, the model remains stable and DR converges to g
g−p . As soon

as p ≥ g, DR no longer has an upper boundary, thereby breaking the requirement for stability.
This holds true even when g is determined randomly, within limited bounds, each cycle and p is
set relative to this random g. When the model is run with 2% ≤ g ≤ 12%, which are approximately
the boundaries observed in fig. 2, variations in p, where p is either smaller, equal or greater than
g, result in trends similar to the simulations with a fixed g.

[128]: data = simulate_random_g(min_g = 0.02, max_g = 0.12, relative_p = -0.05, m = 20,␣
↪→cycles = 500, no_loss = true)

plot_debt_ratio(data)

[128]:
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[129]: data = simulate_random_g(min_g = 0.02, max_g = 0.12, relative_p = 0, m = 20,␣
↪→cycles = 500, no_loss = true)

plot_debt_ratio(data)

[129]:
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[130]: data = simulate_random_g(min_g = 0.02, max_g = 0.12, relative_p = 0.05, m = 20,␣
↪→cycles = 500, no_loss = true)

plot_debt_ratio(data)

[130]:
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Very small differences between p and g lead to results which seem to deviate from the expectations
but that stems from DR being significantly higher and therefore, in the simulations, it takes longer
before convergence occurs. This shows in the mathematical analyses.

Since loans are the driving force in the simulations they can also be used to calculate the resulting
LR, which is the required LR for a given combination of p, g and m. LR follows the same pattern
as DR and becomes unbouded when p ≥ g.

5.1.2 Fixed loan ratio

For parameters leading to a stable model, the results of fixed LR simulations can be fed into fixed
growth simulations to produce the same results.

For example, feeding the result, g = 4.75% from the LR = 15%, p = 0.8% into a fixed g simulation
results in the same result for DR, namely = 120.25%.

[131]: data = simulate_fixed_g(g = 0.0475, p = 0.008, m = 20, cycles = 500)
plot_debt_ratio(data)

[131]:
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[132]: print_last_ratio(debt_ratio(data), "DR")

DR(500) = 120.25%

5.2 Steady state economy

It can clearly be stated that discussion about the possibility of a steady state economy in con-
junction with a debt based, interest bearing monetary system only makes sense if that monetary
system is stable. The results from the simulations and the accompanying mathematical analyses
therefore add a new perspective to the discussion.

Cahen-Fourot and Lavoie (Cahen-Fourot and Lavoie, 2016) state that, in order to have a steady
state economy, banks and organisations must not make net profit and there should be zero net
savings and thus no accumulation of private wealth.

This is not contradicted by the simulations. However, no definite conclusions can be reached
about whether a steady state of the economy can be reached since it is clear that the monetary
system itself can be examined without taking economic parameters such as wages, production,
consumption and private savings into account.

It is therefore suggested that the question about whether or not a post Keynesian money supply
model is inherently incompatible with a steady state economy is restated as follows: Can a steady
state economy support a stable post Keynesian money supply model?

It is observed that the stability of the model is inherently dependent on p < g. For this to happen,
a minimal LR needs to exist. This minimal LR is dependent on the behavior of the economic actors
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in the private sector. While theoretically p and m could be part of monetary policy, LR can not.

If the position is taken that in a steady state economy businesses should be able to cover operating
and depreciation costs with their profits then there is a high likelihood that sufficient LR would
be lacking, leading to a negative g. This would require the banking sector to operate at a loss in
order to maintain stability, an event which is unlikely to occur.

The fact that the banking sector does not always answer positively to a loan demand puts addi-
tional strain on achieving the necessary LR.

Furthermore, if the balance sheet recession of Japan (Koo, 2013) is any indication, things look
bleak. However, a declining M could be the incentive needed to raise LR but more research would
be required before stating definitive conclusions.

Behavior from the economic actors - the private sector demanding loans and the banking sector
approving loans and determining p - should be included in the model. Is the banking sector
willing to subject p to g? Is the private sector willing to take out enough loans to satisfy the
necessary LR? On which incentives does this depend? Realistically, behavior can not merely be
assumed to match the requirements of a mathematical model.

Excluding real world behavior and the underlying incentives of the economic actors would make
this behavior external to the model and thereby result in money creation, driven by externalised
behavior, to lean towards exogenity rather than endogenity, thereby undermining the exogenous
character of post Keynesian money supply models. The articles from the literature study stating
the absence of a growth imperative in a post Keynesian money supply model all assume that
the behaviour of the economic actors falls in line with the needs of the model but no supportive
arguments for the validity of these assumptions is made.

Hopefully this paper introduces a new perspective in the discussion about whether or not a
debt based, interest bearing monetary system inherently demands a growing economy. The most
heated discussions in this debate seem to be rooted in the definition of ‘inherent growth impera-
tive’ which looks like it is not the same for opposite sides of the argument. For those who claim
there is no growth imperative, the real world behavior of the economic actors interacting with the
monetary system is not taken into consideration when determining the existence of the growth
imperative. On the opposite side of the discussion, the necessary conditions - banks and organisa-
tions freely distributing their profits - are claimed to be unrealistic and therefore a steady state can
not be reached when using a debt based, interest bearing monetary system. In the end it comes
down to deciding whether the economic actors and their real world behavior and underlying in-
centives are an integral part of the monetary system or not. It can be argued that an endogenous
money supply can simply not exist without the demand coming from the economic actors. Even
the model presented here would not generate a money supply without this demand. Therefore it
can be stated that a debate about intrinsic growth imperatives without the inclusion of economic
actors and their real world behavior makes little sense.

5.3 Inflation/deflation

Although inflation and deflation have no direct effect on the model, it influences LR. A continuous
inflation makes sure the nominal size of loans - for the same purchases - rises with time, thereby
helping to prop up g. Should deflation occur nominal loan size would diminish thereby putting
a downward strain on LR and as a consequence also on g. Therefore deflation would put the
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stability of the model at risk. This might be a reason why central banks vie to maintain positive
inflation ratios.

5.4 Model limitations

The destabilised outcomes of the presented simulations do not unfold themselves in the real econ-
omy today.

This indicates that either p < g or that other elements, missing from the model, are responsible for
avoiding a collapse. What follows is a brief overview of those elements that could restore balance
to the model.

5.4.1 Quantitative easing

Quantitative easing (QE), which has been applied extensively by central banks during the COVID-
19 pandemic, increases the money stock without resulting in increased debt. This reduces the D

M
ratio and also lowers the required LR, thereby reducing stress on the model. However, when the
debt is settled or it is cleared from the balance sheets of central banks by reselling it to the financial
markets, the reverse would happen. The money stock would decrease and increase stress on the
model.

5.4.2 Government spending

Government spending can, under certain conditions, alleviate stress from the model.

When the government can spend money into existence, as claimed by MMT advocates (Kelton,
2020), M can be increased in order to alleviate stress from the model. Decreasing M through
taxation holds the same risks as reselling debt bought up through QE would do, namely to increase
stress on the model. M deceases while D remains the same, thereby raising DR.

In case the government can not spend money into existence they either have to borrow it from the
private sector by issuing bonds or borrow it from banks.

When money is borrowed by issuing bonds and that money is then spent, no effects on the model
occur. Money has moved from private investors to the government and back to private actors who
are paid by the government. Both private investors and actors paid by the government are part of
the private sector and M does not change.

When the government borrows from a bank and then spends that money it has the same effect as
the private actor making a bank loan.

Should governments hold on to money they borrowed it can be considered to be the same as
accumulated wealth, i.e. ‘dead’ money.

5.4.3 Banks selling debt at a loss

If banks were to sell their debt to the financial market at a loss, this would effectively create ‘debt-
less money’ from credit money. Consider the following balance sheets to be the initial state:

Bank balance sheet
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Assets Liabilities

Private debt = 100,000 Deposits = 80,000
Equity = 20,000

Private sector balance sheet

Assets Liabilities

Deposits = 80,000 Private debt to bank = 100,000
Equity = -20,000

If the bank were to sell 20,000 of their private debt for 15,000, renaming it to a security, the resulting
balance sheets would look like this:

Bank balance sheet

Assets Liabilities

Private debt = 80,000 Deposits = 65,000
Equity = 15,000

Private sector balance sheet

Assets Liabilities

Deposits = 65,000 Private debt to bank = 80,000
Security = 20,000 Private debt to investor = 20,000

Equity = -15,000

Equity of the bank has been lowered by 5,000 and private sector equity has risen with an equal
amount. From the perspective of systemic stability it doesn’t even matter that the debt is ever
settled. Settlement of a debt held by private actors merely moves money around instead of de-
stroying it, which is the case when a bank debt is paid off. This process lowers D

M from 125% to
123.08%, thereby alleviating stress from the model. Banks selling debt at a loss is beneficial for the
stability of the model. It is even better for the long term stability of the model when compared to
QE and government spending because it essentially lowers a bank’s profit retention rate and no
trivial reverse process exists. Solvency of banks would however be jeopardized should they lose
more than they hold in equity.

5.4.4 Loan defaulting

When private actors default on their loans, a process similar to selling debt as a loss occurs. In
this case the loss incurred by the bank equals the value of the loan minus the price they can sell
claimed assets for.

This is beneficial for the long term stability of the model.
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6 Conclusion

The observations from the model simulations and the accompanying mathematical analyses can
not be easily disregarded. Under the assumption that the post Keynesian money supply theory is
correct, the dynamics presented here must be at play. They are inherent to any debt based mone-
tary system where banks make a profit. It would therefore be interesting to revisit the analysis on
systemic banking crises, which was performed by the IMF (Laeven and Valencia, 2018), with this
information in mind. It also brings to the light that, in the case of p > g, the most efficient way to
guarantee stability of the model is to either restrict p or artificially boost g.
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Appendix A - Source code

Source code for the model is implemented in Julia and is available at:
https://github.com/HapponomyOrg/MoneySim.jl

The source code uses the EconoSim.jl v0.1.2 package which is available at:
https://github.com/HapponomyOrg/EconoSim.jl

Footnotes

1: Eurostat website: https://sdw.ecb.europa.eu/

2: Since cash is not used in the model, M2 is not exactly the same as M but it is the closest real
world measurement to it.
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